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Statement of Purpose (Executive Summary)

The purpose of this project is to design a small vacuum forming machine capable of

running both prototype tooling and service parts for prior models that have ended their

production life.

Project Requirements:

● Accept current production and prototype tooling.

● Modular design that can be easily modified later.

● Machine must be sheet fed.

● Accommodate various material thicknesses.

● A shuttle must be used to move the material from the heater to the tool

● $15,000 project budget.

● Able to be operated by one person.

This project will create a smaller, more easily manageable, vacuum former to improve the

process for producing prototype samples, running early trial orders, and manufacturing prior

model service parts. Due to their low volume production of these parts, it becomes too costly

and time consuming to produce these on their current machines that are intended for

manufacturing high volumes and require multiple people to run.

The machine will operate by transporting a sheet of material by shuttle into the oven

where it will be heated, then moved back over the tool where the vacuum can engage removing

the air and forming the material to the mold. It will have the capability of running materials of
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various thicknesses, including the standard PE and EVA materials currently used in production

parts. This vacuum former will have the ability to be fully operated safely by one operator with

only minimal training.

Research was conducted on the operation of a vacuum former and all of the individual

elements it consists of including the frame, oven, shuttle, vacuum, hydraulics to lift the tool,

pneumatics to move the shuttle, control system, and safety guards. Once the elements were

selected and the design was complete, finite element analysis tests were run on multiple areas

of the design to ensure there were no critical errors in the structure.

Our reported findings and the final design were presented to the company and approved

by them. Plans to move forward with the machine's construction were put on hold and the

company plans to build it on their own in the future.
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Scope and Methodology

The purpose of this project is to design a small vacuum forming machine capable of

running both prototype tooling and service parts for prior models that have ended their

production life.

Project Requirements:

● Accept current production and prototype tooling.

● Modular design that can be easily modified later.

● Machine must be sheet fed.

● Accommodate various material thicknesses.

● A shuttle must be used to move the material from the heater to the tool

● $15,000 project budget.

● Able to be operated by one person.

This project will create a smaller, more easily manageable, vacuum former to improve the

process for producing prototype samples, running early trial orders, and manufacturing prior

model service parts. Due to their low volume production of these parts, it becomes too costly

and time consuming to produce these on their current machines that are intended for

manufacturing high volumes and require multiple people to run.

The scope of this project is to complete a design that meets all of the company’s

requirements while keeping the cost below $15,000. The vacuum forming machine must be

capable of running thin PE films and other materials for prototyping. It will heat and form parts
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from a sheet of plastic, use a shuttle to transport the material to the oven, and will have the

ability to be operated by one person. The machine will also need to accept current production

tooling so the machine can be used for low volume production runs and producing service

parts. Research was conducted for the development of the design when selecting individual

elements including the frame, oven, shuttle, vacuum, hydraulics to lift the tool, pneumatics to

move the shuttle, control system, and safety guards. Finite element analysis tests were also run

to test areas of the design.

Gantt Chart
The team was tasked with creating a design for a small industrial vacuum former. The following

timeline shows the deadlines set in place to keep the project on track for completion by the end

of Spring semester.

Figure 1 Gantt Chart

This chart covers September to April. The gantt chart is the list of objectives that must get done by the

due date given. It helps to organize the project into more manageable tasks.
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Research

General Research

Initially, we completed research on the vacuum forming process itself, making note of specific

elements we would need to include. We looked at some commercially available smaller vacuum forming

models, including those available from Sibe Automation. In addition to the commercially available

models, we also looked at the current vacuum formers in production at the company. In addition to

these machines, we also looked at a few homemade versions available on YouTube, however, it was

quickly determined that these models would not be a viable option for a production environment. We

also referenced a book on thermoforming that was made available to us by the company. The book was

able to give us guidance on many different aspects of forming including temperatures, vacuum capacity,

and necessary oven components with specific materials.

Based on our research, we then organized the machine into three main parts including the oven,

the vacuum system, and the shuttle for the material. We then continued research on these individual

aspects of the machine focusing on what they would need to consist of and determining those specific

elements.

Frame

 The first selection we needed to make was to determine the best fit material for the

construction of the machine’s frame. We ended up selecting 80-20 extruded aluminium since this is what

the company used on all it’s current machines and it was their preference.
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Figure 2 80-20 Extruded Aluminum

Pictured here is the extruded aluminum that the company uses as frame material. It comes in

1.5”x1.5”x10’  pieces.

Figure 3 80-20 Extruded Aluminum Specifications

These are the specifications of the extruded aluminum.

Oven
  Before the selection of parts could begin for the oven portion of the machine, research was done

to determine what all parts would need to be included. The main components were the frame material,

insulation, heating element, control system, and temperature gauge. For the oven’s frame we decided to

use the same material that we were using for the frame of the whole machine, which was 80-20

extruded aluminum. We also decided to use the same insulation that the other current machines have at
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the company. For the heating element, more research was needed to determine the possible options

along with the best fit. 

            The research started with determining the possible methods of heating, which were conduction,

convection, or radiation. Because of the application, radiation was the best method for heating the

material.  Once the infrared method was decided upon, the next step was to research our options for the

heating element itself. The most common options were bare nichrome wire heaters, metal tubular

heaters (calrod), ceramic heaters, or quartz and halogen. To narrow down these options, we considered

the max oven temperature and the materials that would be heated along with their requirements. It was

easy to narrow our options down to two, quartz and ceramic, because the material that would be heated

is very thin and many of the other options would result in the uneven heating of it.  The pros and cons of

quartz and ceramic were then compared to determine the best fit in this application. We also compared

the efficiencies of the two and found that quartz heating elements are more efficient because they

convert more electrical energy into heat resulting in less heat loss. We decided to use a quartz heater

because they are more efficient, have a shorter range of heating, provide high heat, heat to required

temperature quicker, and cool quicker. Quartz is more expensive than ceramic, but due to the size of this

machine, we won’t be needing nearly as many units compared to their current machines.

Before deciding on a quartz heater completely, we took one last look at the heaters used on the

current machines at the company to see how they compared to our choice. We then ran it by them to

make sure the cost wasn’t an issue and they preferred quartz because of its efficiency and speed when

reaching the required temperature.

             When researching the heating element, various information was found on the control system.

This information was noted for understanding the setup, but no decision needed to be made on a
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specific selection since we needed to use the current type at the company. A temperature gauge was

also selected based on what the suppliers we planned to use had available. 

Vacuum System

The vacuum system’s frame would also use the same 80-20 extruded aluminum as the frame.

With the frame’s material already being selected, the next step would be to look at the vacuum. For the

next step, research for the vacuum pump itself was required.  Since there are many different types of

vacuums, the first decision was what type of vacuum to use. There were two different variations of

vacuum that were; wet and dry. The choice looked clear from the description of the variations, one is

easier to maintain and that would be the dry vacuums. The dry vacuum does not need a lubricant and

has less of a chance of contamination.

The step after picking the dry vacuum is now which dry vacuum to pick. There were many

options but since the vacuum form itself is meant to do smaller jobs and be quick to change out, the

logical choice would be to pick the vacuum form that is meant for small jobs that is low maintenance.

However, during the research process there was one vacuum that looked a lot like the one used at

Industry Product Company. This one is a wet vacuum and is called a liquid ring pump (the closest looking

vacuum).

The size of the vacuum is also something that would be something that would be good to look

into, however, the client said he would like a base that could hold varying sizes of vacuums, so a more

powerful vacuum could be put into place if needed.
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Shuttle

For the shuttle, we mostly referenced other vacuum formers that were available. We watched

several YouTube videos to gather some inspiration for the design of this machine. In addition to the

videos, we also gathered some knowledge from the process specialists at the company.

Before selecting components, we needed to figure out how we wanted the shuttle to operate,

while keeping in mind how crucial its travel speed and smoothness were. We needed the material to

move from the oven to the tool as quickly as possible without having any violent or jerky motions to

avoid any creasing or sagging of the heated material. Since the shuttle would be going in the oven, this

needed to be considered when selecting what material would be used for its frame. We decided to use

the same 80-20 extruded aluminum for the shuttle’s frame since it could withstand the oven’s heat and

would keep things consistent throughout the whole machine’s design.

For the shuttle’s operation, we decided that it would move into the heater with the use of a

pneumatic cylinder and then once it’s moved back over the tool, the tool would then be lifted up to the

heated material using a hydraulic cylinder. By moving the tool up to the material, we reduce the

movement of the material itself to eliminate any deformation that could occur as a result of the material

having more movement. It will also give the material less of a chance to cool down during the movement

to the tool.
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Expected Findings

Oven
While looking for a heating element for the oven there were many options such as ceramic or

quartz. The deciding factor was the evenness of the heating. This is because the main factors when

looking for a heating element for a vacuum form would have to be, how evenly would the material heat

up and how quickly can the heating element heat up. Quartz heaters meet the criteria of evenly heating

as well as heating up fast. When looking for a quartz heater for the budget, there was a bit of a struggle.

The problem was finding a quartz heating element. There were plenty of options when looking for repair

kits for quartz heaters, but the team needed the actual element and that did not come with the repair

kits. After looking around the team finally found a website that had quartz heating elements. It is from

MOR Electric which can be seen on the actual cost table.

Another part of the oven to keep in mind is what will hold the heating elements, the material of

the oven itself and its shape. The shape ended up being a rectangular box with an opening on one side.

The opening on one side is where the shuttle and material will slide in and out of the oven. Since

something will be sliding in and out of the oven there are also two slots on the side of the oven that are

for the shuttle to pass through.

Vacuum Pump

The vacuum pump we selected was oil-free, electric, and has a tank. There are many good

reasons as to why this specific vacuum pump was chosen. One being that it is small, it can fit smaller

areas such as under the tool for the vacuum former. The dimensions are 30” long, 12 3/8” wide, and 24

½” tall. The vacuum pump holds 10 gallons of air. This is about what size the company currently uses
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with their thrown together protype vacuum form. The vacuum pump has a rate of 7.1 cfm, cfm means

cubic feet per minute. This is how fast the vacuum pump can move the air.

Figure 4

This is a picture of the vacuum pump chosen by the group. The picture comes from McMaster Carr.

Shuttle
The shuttle is the part of the design that will safely move the material in and out of the oven so a

person doesn’t have to. The shuttle needs to hold the material still while transporting it smoothly to

ensure the material doesn’t encounter any violent movements that would cause it to crease or sag.  The

shuttle will be made out of the same materials as the frame and will be 60” x 60” in size. It will utilize

manual clamping mechanisms and mount on rails with linear bearings. In order to move the shuttle in

and out of the oven, the team came up with the idea to use pneumatics.
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Pneumatics

Before selecting a pneumatic cylinder to use for moving the shuttle, we needed to calculate how

much pressure would be required to move it. We calculated this by dividing the force by area.

Figure 5 Pneumatic Calculation

We then selected a pneumatic double acting cylinder that could produce this pressure and

provide the necessary stroke length to move the shuttle. The cylinder we selected can move 60 lbs.

(pounds) with 50 psi (pounds per square inch). The pneumatic only needs to move 42lbs, but if the

pneumatic cylinder needs to be able to push more weight it can be easily replaced with and have the

same dimensions as this cylinder chosen. The cylinder chosen has the dimensions of an outer diameter

of 1 ¾”, the stroke is 36”. The retracted length of the cylinder is 41.88” and the extended length is 77.88”.
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Figure 6

This is the pneumatic double acting cylinder that was selected from McMaster Carr. The picture also

includes how the dimensions are measured.

Hydraulics

In order to reduce the movement of the heated material, we will be using hydraulics to move the

tool to the material before formation. This reduces the risk of material deformation during movement

since it’s so thin. It also cuts down the cooling effect on the material which would happen with

movement. The hydraulic will be placed under the table holding the tool and be pushed up. We chose a

hydraulic system over a pneumatic one due to the weight of the tool being up to 1,200 lbs. This is very

heavy and would be easier to move with a hydraulic instead of a pneumatic because hydraulics can push

more weight up than a pneumatic for a cheaper price. Before selecting a hydraulic cylinder, we needed

to determine how much pressure we would need to lift the tool. This was calculated by dividing the force

by the area.
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Figure 7 Hydraulic Calculation

The hydraulic that we selected has a maximum push force of 3760 lbs. This will be more than

enough to push the tool and the plate holding the tool up to the heated plastic. The height and width of

the hydraulic is 2 ½” and its maximum pressure is 1,200 psi. The hydraulic can extend to 29 11/16”,

making it easy to push the tool to the height needed to reach the plastic.

Figure 8

This is a picture of the hydraulic cylinder we selected from McMaster Carr.
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Safety

The safety features that needed to be included were safety interlocks, light curtains, a kill switch,

and safety grating. Many of these were selected based on what the company’s standard and what they

currently use. Thus, the light curtain is not listed in our budget because the company already has that to

provide. Light curtains are used to block light from the rest of an area so that no one gets surprised or

blinded by a light that comes off the vacuum former. The safety grating had to be included since there is

so much weight in such a small space. A safety grate is the grate typically seen on floors that have to hold

a lot of weight. It is used to distribute the weight so the floor does not get any indents in it caused by the

vacuum former. The kill switch is a device that is used to shut off a machine immediately in the case of

an emergency.  This is useful if something were to go wrong with the machine or if a person were to get

hurt. The safety interlock will be used so that one part can not move if it’s not time to. This is put in place

to keep the operator safe when making adjustments to the machine.

Control System

The control system that will be used is a PLC from Automation Direct. The Productivity 2000

Series PLC was selected because it is the same type that the company currently uses to control all of

their machines. It was important that we use the same PLC in case there would be any problems. The

company's maintenance team would already be familiar with its operation, which would make repairs or

adjustments easier.

Final Design
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The final design was created in Solid Works. This vacuum former will operate by having a person

load the material onto the shuttle so it can be moved into the oven, using the pneumatic system, where

it will be heated until it’s pliable. The shuttle will then move the heated material back over to the tool

(where it has been loaded on its support) so it can be brought up to the material using the hydraulics

system. The vacuum pump will then engage, removing the air and forming the material to the tool’s

mold. Once the vacuum disengages, ejection air will be blown onto the part to cool it down so it will

keep its form.
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Figure 9

The black beams around the entire structure are the extruded aluminum.This is a picture of the final

design showing each major part.
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Figure 10

This is a picture of the final design, left side view. The vacuum pump can be seen on the bottom, it is

laying horizontally. The vertical pipe in the middle of the tool support is the hydraulic.

Finite Element Analysis

Tool Support
When looking at the model, an easy way to see how stress will affect it is to complete a stress

test. To do this, we used an engineering simulation software called ANSYS in order to check for critical

errors in our design’s structure. This program can predict the model’s deformation and stress based on

the applied boundary conditions. For the tool support portion of the design, a statical structure analysis

was completed so we could see how the model would react under force. The test was run with a force

that was pointed downward at 5338N (five thousand three hundred and thirty-eight newtons) which

reflects the max tool size. The material that the assembly is made of is structural steel. This is so that
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there is a less likely chance of the vacuum form deforming. The assembly has many contact regions. Each

leg is connected to the bottom base plate. The plate in the middle of the structure is connected to all 4

(four) shaft mounts. Each leg is also connected to its corresponding shaft mount. At the top of the legs

are two beams, the tops of the legs and the beams are connected. Each connection is bonded to each

other, so it will not move. There is also a fixed support on the bottom plate since that is where the

ground would be if the vacuum form were built.

Figure 11

Pictured here is the total deformation of the tool support taken from the ANSYS software.

From figure 11, the deformation can be seen in the middle of the plate that supports the tool.

The force is evenly distributed, however, there is more deformation at the center because the center is

not as supported as the sides are where the legs hold up the middle plate. The deformation seems to be

very high in the middle of the plate because it’s colored red, which reflects the highest deformation.
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However, if you look at the diagram’s key shown on the left of Figure 11, the units are in mm

(millimeters), which is very small.

Figure 12

This is equivalent stress of the tool support captured from ANSYS

From Figure 12, the stress can be seen where the middle plate is connected to the shaft mounts.

This is a result of them being bonded, which causes them to pull at each other. Because the figure only

reflects the stress values of light and dark blues throughout, this means it does not have that much

stress. The colored key to the left in Figure 12 is where you find out how much stress there is at any point

on the figure by matching it to the color’s value shown on the key. The value next to the color is the

deformation value, a little above that is where the units are. The unit for stress is MPa (megapascals).

The value at the highest point on the form is 45.898 MPa (forty-five point eight ninety-eight). This is not

a large number compared to the stress that the structural steel material can withstand.
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As one could see from this stress and deformation test, the structural steel will do well to hold

up the tools that will be used in the vacuum former.

Oven

When looking at the oven stress test done in ANSYS, the first thing to look at would be the

connections. All of the sides of the oven need to be connected to one another to make the space usable

to heat up the material. This includes the top plate, the bottom plate, and both sides, which are all

bonded. There is a fixed support on the bottom plate since the bottom plate will be connected to the top

of the model. However, this was not done in ANSYS because the file was too large when trying to solve

for the whole model. There is also a force on the bottom of the plate that is pushing upwards to simulate

the force of the rest of the structure pushing up on the oven to hold it. The force applied to the oven is

100N (one hundred).
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Figure 13

This is the picture of the oven under equivalent stress in ANSYS.

Figure 13 shows the equivalent stress results on the oven from ANSYS. Here the top part of the

oven seems to be unaffected by any forces. However, the bottom plate shows some stress throughout,

as the majority of it is yellow with red on the very edges. This would be a cause for concern, but based

on the key in Figure 13, the values are to a power of -5 (negative five) MPa, which is a small value. Also,

when looking at the results of the stress test one can see that the sides are bowing into the oven. This

will not actually occur because of the weld fillets holding the oven together and the rest of the structure

being there would prevent that from happening.
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Budget

The  table called “Actual Cost” is the final list of parts that the team came up with that would be

needed to complete the small industrial vacuum former. The “Actual Cost” table includes all of the parts

the company would need to purchase. It does not include the parts they already have. The total cost is

$12,983.47, which is below our maximum budget of $15,000 by $2,016.53.

Actual Cost

Source Part Number Description Unit Price Quantit

y

Units Extended

Price

McMaster

Carr

47065T979 Aluminum

Framing, 10’

sections

$57.82 16 Each 925.12

McMaster 6674K14 Linear Bearing $58.46 4 Each 233.84

McMaster 1586A22 Hinges $7.65 2 Each 15.30

McMaster 6682A330 Latch $30.06 2 Each 60.12

McMaster 6818T21 Steel Shaft, 12’

length 5/8” dia.

$52.99 2 Each 105.98

McMaster 6498K485 Air Cylinder $224.09 1 Each 224.09

McMaster 6498K340 Air Cylinder

Mounting

Bracket

$8.98 2 Each 17.96
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McMaster 1351T190 Hydraulic

Cylinder

$667.94 1 Each 667.94

McMaster 6483K590 Linear Bearing,

Flange

4Mounted

$185.63 4 Each 742.52

McMaster 6061K680 Shaft, 3’ length

2” dia.

$172.87 4 Each 691.48

Automation

Direct

PLC Custom

Configuration

Productivity

2000 PLC with

I/O

$803.25 1 Each 803.25

Metals

Depot

¼” A36 Plate,

5’x10’

$689.00 1 Each 689.00

Metals

Depot

3” A36 Square

Stock, 8’

$989.20 1 Each 989.20

Metals

Depot

Custom Size ¾” A36 Steel

Plate, 50”x44”

$1,007.67 1 Each 1,007.67

Metals

Depot

¼” 6061

Aluminum

Plate, 4’x8’

$632.32 2 Each 1,264.64

McMaster 47065T327 Framing Nuts $1.31 230 Each 301.30

McMaster 6419k31 Vacuum Pump $2,502.50 1 Each 2,502.50
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McMaster 1593N7 Vacuum Hose $35.59 1 Each 35.59

McMaster 5169K73 Air Filter $83.63 1 Each $83.63

MOR Electric QIH240-1600/2 Quartz Heater $50.38 20 Each $1,007.60

McMaster 7277K45 Three (25

@hp240 V AC)

$173.45 1 Each $173.45

McMaster 9235K347 2 On (Normally

Closed)

$96.29 1 Each $96.29

McMaster 6849T58 Powder-Coated

10’

$23.00 15 Each $345.00

Total $12,983.47
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Conclusion

We as a team have concluded that all the necessary components of a vacuum form have

been researched and are included in the part list. We believe that this was an excellent senior

design project because of the level of difficulty as well as the opportunity to learn and grow

from this experience. While the team faced some challenges along the way we managed to pull

through and put together our best effort to come up with a design that met all requirements.

We were given a maximum budget of $15,000 along with some required design

specifications. The machine needed to accept their current tooling, be operated by one person,

include safety guards, and be adjustable allowing for future modifications. Following much

research, we created a design and complete parts list that met all of their requirements. We

also completed Finite Element Analysis tests on specific sections of the machine to see how the

model would react to force and to determine the stresses at various points throughout. Our

final design was approved by the company, but they decided not to build at this time. They plan

to implement it on their own in the future.

When the company builds the design, they should have all necessary materials to have a

fully functioning vacuum form with all the safety features for less than $15,000.  When the

vacuum form is completed it is expected to take less than a few hours to change out the tools

and begin production, increasing the productivity of the company. This will help the company

when smaller orders, around 100 (one-hundred), of prior model parts are ordered. Their current

vacuum formers can continue to handle the mass production parts without the interruption of

these smaller orders and prototype parts because the vacuum former we designed will run
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these. Something the company can add once built could be a trimming station. A trimming

station is an area where the extra plastic would be trimmed from the formed plastic to

complete the tooling. A trimming station is on the big vacuum formers already in use.
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